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ABSTRACT

This document constitutes the final report of efforts undertaken in regard to grant
N00014-89J-3172. In this program, students from the MAST Academy and other
public and private high schools in Dade County were placed in laboratory positions
at three oceanographic institutions on Virginia Key, Miami, Florida during the
summer of 1993. These students received direct supervision from faculty members
of the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science (RSMAS) and from
staff scientists at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (AOML/NOAA) and at the
Southeast Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service (SEFC/NMFS). This
program enabled high school students the opportunity to work in a marine science
research environment and to more accurately appraise career opportunities in
oceanographic sciences.

This document constitutes the Final Report of efforts undertaken under:
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April 13, 1994

Dr. Bernard Zahuranec
Scientific Officer
Department of the Navy
Office of Naval Research
800 N. Quincy Street
Arlington VA 22217-5000

Dear Sir:

We are enclosing our progress report (3 copies) of work performed under
Agreement No. 00014-89J-3172 reference "Partial Support of MAST Academy
Outreach Program". We are forwarding one copy to the administrative officer of
ONR in Atlanta, one copy to the Director of NRL and twelve copies to DTIC.

Sincerely,

Bruce R. Rosendahl
Dean & Weeks Chair

ENCLOSURES

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
Office of the Dean

4600 Rickenbacker Causeway
Miami. Florida 33149-1098

(305) 361-4000
Fax (305) 361-4711



GRANT PURPOSE

The purpose of this grant was to provide funding to conduct a high-school intern
program jointly with the Dade County Public Schools. This program was supported
by both the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Navy. The
conduct of the program, the personnel and effort, and the use of funds for direct
and indirect expenses were generally as set forth in the Grantees' proposal entitled,
"Partial Support of MAST Academy Outreach Program" dated May 25, 1993.
Eligibility for this program was limited to Dade County high school students who
meet the following criteria:

o Entering grades 11 or 12.
o Possess a minimum overall grade point average of 2.5 (acceptable), and 3.0

for scientific and laboratory research jobs.
o Possess a good attendance record.
o Successful completion of one or more of these courses: Biology, Marine

Biology, Ecology, Chemistry, Physics, Computer Applications.
o Recommended as a high achiever and hard worker who possesses a positive

attitude. The student must be self-directed and able to work independently,
if necessary. The student must be punctual and dependable.

o Provide their own daily transportation.
o Completed the application and interview process.

EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM

Faculty at the Rosenstiel School and scientists at the NOAA/AOML and
SEFC/NMFS laboratories, especially those who had participated in previous
summer intern programs, were sent a request for summer positions and asked to
fill out a job description form. The completed forms were then sent to the MAST
Academy, where the student applicants' skills were matched with specific job
descriptions (i.e., those with computer and math skills were matched with a job in
scientific data processing). Copies of the job descriptions are given in Appendix A.
Faculty and scientists at the three labs were then contacted and interviews with the
student applicants arranged. The final list of students and supervising faculty is
given in Appendix B. The program encompassed the period from July 2 through
August 20, 1993. ---

These summer internships were paid positions and were available at three federally
supported oceanographic centers. They are: 0

o University of Miami, Rosenstiel School of Marine and
Atmospheric Science A ,_...L-

o National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Atlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories.

o National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeast Fisheries Center.
.. . or
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The terms of employment and opportunities in this program were as follows:

o A maximum of fifteen summer internships were available through an
application and interview process

o Employment period was from July 2 through August 20, 1993.
o One annual elective high school credit was earned.
o Each student earned $4.75 per hour for a 7.5 hour day and worked

a total of 35 working days.

In addition this past year, for the first time, the program included the opportunity
for up to five students to continue their internships durin g the fall semester. Three
students chose this option and continued in their lab positions during after-school
hours, on weekends and during holidays. This portion of the project was funded
with residual funds from previous years support.

The 1993 timetable for this program was as follows:

May 7 Faculty position requests and job descriptions due in
Dean's Office/RSMAS. UM administration of program
carried out through this office. Job descriptions sent to
MAST Academy program administrator.

May 7 Student applications due in MAST office.
May 10-14 Applications checked for completeness by MAST staff.
May 17-21 Potential employers called and interviews scheduled.

Faculty and scientist mentors called and interviews
scheduled.

May 24- June 4 Applicant interviews at job sites based on
criteria stated on applications.

June 7-18 Mentors notify MAST of applicant decisions.
June 18-30 Students are notified of placement. MAST orientation

for students with emphasis on job skills.
July 2 Students report to Dean's Office/RSMAS for orientation

and a tour of the Rosenstiel School and to complete
paperwork related to hiring.

July 6 - August 20 Students report to the job site Monday through Friday
(or as arranged with mentor).

August 21-31 Students make up missed days of work to complete
35-day assignment.

Sept - Dec Fall interns continue working afterschool/weekends

The program administrator for the summer internship program at the MAST
Academy conducted a post-internship survey to assist the University in both the
preparation of this final report and in order to properly evaluate the effectiveness
of this program (see Appendix C). The program was assessed in terms of its
impact on participating students in the following areas:



o Subsequent career choice.
o Mentor contact.
o Job opportunities and employability.
o Academic standing and choice of curriculum.
o Environmental awareness.

As is shown by the preliminary results, a large proportion of the interns report a
positive influence on their high school grades after the internship. This has been
the most consistent result of this program; in fact several of the interns from each
summer program, throughout the nine years of this program, have decided that
science is the career they want and made plans to attend either the University of
Miami Undergraduate Marine Science or Environmental Sciences Program, or a
similar program at another university or college.

Many of the interns, especially those who found the summer intern experience
stimulating or enriching, are taking or plan on taking advanced science courses
including advanced placement biology, chemistry and physics. Those who do
not plan on taking advanced science courses generally fall into three categories:
those who find that science is "harder" than they expected and seem daunted by
the amount of work involved in both studies and actual research; those who find
it less interesting than expected (a very small proportion of the respondents); and
those who do not have these types of courses available at the school they
presently attend.

The role of the mentor has proven to be pivotal in the experience of the students;
the goal of the program is not only exposure to laboratory techniques but to
those marine scientists who are willing to serve as active role models for these
students. There are several scientists who have shown a special willingness to
train and educate by example and who open their research activities for these
summer interns each year. The students cite these mentors' accessibility and
patience and their willingness to communicate about the research being done as
the most positive aspect of this student-mentor relationship. Another very
positive aspect of the student-mentor relationship occured when young women
served their internship with a woman scientist or the Hispanic students had
contact with Hispanic scientists. The student-mentor relationship is further
enhanced by regular communication with the MAST staff coordinator who
monitors progress of skill development, interpersonal relationships and work
skills.

In past years we have made note of the continued contact between students and
mentors after the summer internship has ended. It is usually these interns (who
maintain contact with their mentors) who return for a second summer in the
program. Because this contact has been such a consistently positive result of
intern program, this year there was the additional option to continue an
internship into the fall semester. Not only did the students benefit from
additional training and skill development during these additional months, but



the mentors were able to have better trained individuals working in their labs.
The time the mentors spent training an intern thus gave them a greater return on
their investment of time, with the option to prolong the internship into the fall
months.

In all cases where the administrators of the program have had personal
communication with the student interns, there is a sense of excitement and
interest in the sciences. More and more of the interns are entering and winning
local (county) science fair awards; several of the interns have gone on to the state
competition. The highest proportion of interns who choose science as their
intended major in college have participated in the intern program a second year
or chose to continue their internship in the fall semester. The mentoring process
can thus be said to have a direct connection to subsequent career and academic
choices.

This intern program was initially created primarily to provide disadvantaged or
minority high school students with the opportunity for direct science research
experience as a means of stimulating interest in the science. At this point it is
specifically aimed at high school students to serve as an academic stimulus in the
pre-college years. A perusal of the data gathered in the nine years of this
program supports the yearly evaluation that this approach is effective in
achieving its programmatic goals. A substantial proportion of the students not
only benefit academically from their participation, but are exposed to a more
realistic experience of what a marine science career entails, including the physical
requirements of laboratory and oceanographic research. The interns who work at
the Rosenstiel School are also exposed to the academic environment in a direct
way through their contact with graduate students and professors. Through this
contact, the high school interns have a more realistic sense of the length of
studies and level of expertise required for a career in marine science. Lastly, by
providing this educational stimulus to students from ethnic, social or economic
backgrounds that are under-represented in the field of science (black, female and
Hispanic) this program fulfills a national mandate to promote increased
academic excellence in math and the sciences among American youth, as well as
providing more opportunities to minority and disadvantaged youth.

In the early years of the program the intent was to provide opportunities for
inner city youth in marine sciences and was administered jointly with the Dade
County Public School System as the "Inner City Marine Program". This
partnership formed between Dade County Public Schools and the University of
Miami is one of the most important aspects of this program -- for it benefits both
students and the community, especially disadvantaged or minority students, by
effective coordination of local educational resources. Though the focus of the
program has shifted in the past three years from being primarily for inner city
youth, the program still serves to attract a large percentage of black and Hispanic
students (at least 50% of the interns), thus continuing to provide this much-
needed opportunity to those economically disadvantaged. It is another indication



of the success of the program that career opportunity and job eligibility have
been inproved for these students.

This program had such continued success in achieving its goals that it was
incorporated into the curriculum of the newly formed MAST Academy (a marine
science and technology high school) as a summer intern program. The focus has
evolved through the years to include a stronger emphasis on academic excellence
and exposure to oceanographic science (though it still serves its original purpose
as an outreach opportunity for disadvantaged youth, accepting applicants from
public and private high school students in Dade and Broward County).

Students at the MAST Academy are fortunate to have a greater exposure to the
many and varied branches of marine science and better training in basic
laboratory techniques than most high school students, but many of the students
who apply to this program do not have such an advanced science curriculum in
their school. This program has been very effective, therefore, in identifying local
students with a predilection for science and giving them the opportunity to
experience many of the possibilities that exist in the oceanographic community
for various types of research. The summer internships thus serve as an extension
of the high school experience, opening up many previously unknown academic
and career possibilities to those students who have already proven they are
capable of achieving academic excellence and realization of their goals.

Another positive result of the program is a greater environmental awareness on
the part of these students. The exposure to scientists in general, and
oceanographic scientists in particular, allows the students to explore specific
aspects of the marine ecosystem not usually experienced in high school, among
them an awareness of the actual effects of development on the environment. By
working in a coral reef laboratory, or with phytoplankton samples, or assessing
data on coastal properties, these students gain specific knowledge of the natural
world, the negative effects of urban development and the polluting factors
associated with it (e.g., raw sewage spills in local waters). A consistent result of
the summer internships seems to be a heightened awareness of some of the local
environmental problems that exist. A secondary effect of this increased
awareness may be career or academic choices related to the fields of ecology,
environmental law, or marine and coastal policy.

This program has also been a success in providing experiences that improve job
eligibility. Follow-up contact with former summer interns has shown that not
only do many of these students feel more qualified to pursue jobs within the
oceanographic and science community, they actually have gained some of the
needed skills to perform well at these jobs. Several of the former interns are
currently employed at the University or at the NOAA/AOML laboratory. We
credit this program with providing these students with necessary research skills
and an understanding of new procedures. Indeed, many of the mentors note a



maturation process in these high school students when exposed to graduate
students, researchers and staff members during their internship.

It is important to note that after ten years duration this program and its
continued success have become an incentive for middle school students as a
known reward for academic excellence in the maths and sciences. Students can
look forward to participating in this program in their junior and senior years,
thus gaining a competitive academic edge during the final years of high school
(for as noted above, student i~articipation in this program has been shown to
improve grades and laboratory skills and thus improve a student's chances of
being accepted by the college program of their choice). This program has, in part
because of its long term duration, become an important part of the improved
science curriculum in the Dade County Public School system. In fact, its
continued success at stimulating student interest in the siences has indirectly led
to the initiation of similar programs in other academic areas.



APPENDIX A

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

FOR

MAST ACADEMY OUTREACH PROGRAM

SUMMER MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

July 2 through August 20, 1993



MARIZTIM EPLOYXENT PROGZAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy

3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida .33149

Position

Title Student Assistant Hours 25 - 40

Agency University -of Miami - RSMAS

Job site address 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, FL 33149

CIMAS Bldg., 1st fl

Immediate Supervisor Francine Leon Phone 305/361-4175 ext 0

Agency Contact Person Phone
(If different from. immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available 1

Minimum Age 16

Special Requirements Famil Jar with Cnmjnm÷+0,S
(ie: skills, course prerequisites, etc.)

Dress Requirements Casual

JOB DESCRIPTION

Student to assist in all aspects of 0ceanographir QpO tjr•-nn-Tjchic_

Equipment Preparation, Record Keeping & Automated Fill'inq etc



MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Title ýa'ýb- Hours

Agency O 1= Y%-.A•i-(

Job site address L-(o._

Immediate Supervisor I ,. -1,-A Phone S6 0 c' g
Agency Contact Person Sqv•krw\ C .' Phone U ( C'
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available-

Minimum Age_ _

Special Requirements ,- J o
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.)

Dress Requirements CS-O• \ -•-&

JOB QDSCRIPTION

C V-ý

U.: K



MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway

Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Position k -. /-'- -/
Title Hours 37. X

Agency_ $'-I x/ io/ /. R/. F r A o. p/c'. .-. 2e

Job site address 9&'. kc0ae j0- £ 2 w/

Immediate Supervisor gjoI e' // Phone 34•/"1•-

Agency Contact Person • Phone
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available /

Minimum Age ____

Special Requirements
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.)

Dress Requirements /• 4/ c

JOB DESCRIPTION

ei % iS erei



MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway

Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Positionl__

Title Kes- u/A S7 Hours -

Agency

Job site address '• /(o( r,& ... eC/

SL A
Immediate Supervisor 7, 4,Y s t04 Phone 3• /-6 /

Agency Contact Person_•m• S #U Phone 3 - 4*i&
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available j 4

Minimum Age /7

Special Requirements Cl4-eM'f !- i MŽo"6C .Lk/rs
(ie: skills, course prerequi'sites,etc.)

Dress Requirements ra (S -'4-- •i-r/A•
JOB DESCRIPTION

I/1ss 1',5 0-/1 66er" AO /a s0&1 e Q J

a4 r,~ (014k kdes D-F nevjkiPA'7 -! ,4Ze -

SezmJ lre-lfs a d idg 4 Ar~-fPl ee4s



MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida .33149

* Position
Title Research Assistant Hours 20-40/week

AgencyRosenstiel School of Marine & Atmospheric Science (Marine Affairs)

Job site address 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami 33149

Immediate Supervisor Prof. Daniel Suman Phone 361-4085

Agency Contact Person Phone
(If different from. immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available 1

"Minimum Age 16

Special Requirements good writing and library research skills

(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.) -.

Dress Requirements casual. Formal during an occasional meeting.

JOB DESCRIPTION Research Assistant will help Daniel Suman research, write,

and edit ten case studies regarding management of the Soutb florida marine and

" . . • i n k ^^ Thcoe ass -,,.• will, he u" ,, in environmental studies

and marine policy courses in high schools and colleges."; Research assistant should

be a good writer, like to eonduct.ýinterviews, and have some exposure to library

research. I will guide Research Assistant and guarantee LTa. ht/h11eb Lf C L5aged

eeiv.ay Wint ic g.---.v.. . ... 1 nao PnJnynhbe to the MAST Academy student.

If the Research Assistant speaks or writes Spanish, he/she could assist in

eh: .rg..i..tion ... fllo1s.p , f na wggk-lone international workshop on mangrove

management. The workshop is in June, but we will have to .perform analysis of

W... ,.- r..UltS A,,ip t-h rpmaindpXr of the summer.
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MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida 33149

* Position 4 ~ ~ L~-
Title Hoursr s-

Agency KS'4t
* Job si~t address f4OO0 iCL e c,14Cs

Immediate Supervisor blv',•kl,_S(A.. U Phone_ (-+/ 3 7546/•
Agency Contact Person 1 hV? Phone

(If different from-immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available

Minimdum Age I•
Special Requirements
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.)

Dress Requirements O SA.I

JOB DESCRIPTION

VA- & VCCK qvk 0

V~~~~cV Qfcc_ c~~
jvi '"-ct O- a d ee-f'g.VLi

to U_ C- VWicv\ S4 J _w\ 4s



MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROCRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida .33149

Position/ 1
Title Mt9fQT fY /VO' Hours _ ____

Agency U,?;, A- y/r,

Job site address (00 1?,Ck 6c/r CScA-'y

Immediate Supervisor Or, 6.c/ry i3fald Phone 36-1 q/1g 3

Agency Contact Person ý: ,7 I Clni//O Phone_6 - 46 5 8
(If different from immediate -Supervisor)

Number of. positions availabg- 3
Minimum Age /.-

Special Requirements OlVe S5Cc;vce Ccvrs el
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.)

Dress Requirements VOQA (isiCSL'Qj

JOB DESCRIPTION

-ol (-! ilbre /"S*5

e/~1 Ca~~ S~c (.e',*n /'?c 7 L4 -' (A CI

'F/

(c /

,,w4- .> I
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MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

-6
MAST Academy

3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Position

Title H h Hours-

Agency _ V1/V

Job site address KC A- PFt

Immediate Supervisor C[)'6 Oi(E-'v Phone__________

Agency Contact Person t. C •Y Phone 3 (eH470-3
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available L

Minimum Age

Special Requirements __ __ 0"____ ________ _ _ _ _ ________-___
(ie: skills, course prerlequisites,etc.) k•A ( We LVCw-

Dress Requirements(NL S/w wf A.t 6 II- eCi !4

JOB DESCRIPTION lVot K

400r 10 ~ +~'(i isýh AV~D t-VZ-

JA fgU-0(ýioA-L STV D 1
•t- oe Woi

SIIAd 6j fý CV6 '4A -- Iyj



MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway

Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Position 
rll

Title it, JI~~ \~~k or

Agency 
?

Job site address o ,,, 4< '(Ar K'g fl-I

Immediate Supervisor C-11-ý,tjl t) q1_( Phone b/, / - L1&7 0

Agency Contact Person - Phone

(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available

Minimum Age_ I

Special Requirements , wji~ 4 f'C §i~l._
(ie: skills, course pret-quisftes,etc3)

Dress Requirements (Ws'or / a t..•jL djr-e

JOB DESCRIPTION

r, t I . . " ' -" n( r

6 5

cvil-le V

'LE±-NV\OUO i'e

-L- -)Y\.i' Z. I-V\ k'c1 j'Y\k2kef 2cy& n~uL0 e-(



HIARTIKE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

MAST Academy
3979 Xickenbacker Causevay
Vizginia Key, Florida .33149

Position

Title Office/Research Assistant 75 bi-weekly

Agency University.of Miami-RSMAS, Ctr. for Marine & 9ivironmental Analyses

Job site address 4600 Rickenbacker Cswy., Miami, FL 33149-1098

Dr. Mark Harwell, Chris Harwell
Immediate Supervisor or Mel Bethel Phone 361-4163
Agency Contact Person Symma Finn Phone
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of. positions available 2

Minimum Age_ 16

Special Requirements familiarity with library; good organizational skills;
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.) some knowledge of PCs(Mac pref)
Dress Requirements none

JOB DESCRIPTION

General office work and library research in support of environmental

policy unit , and the Center for Marine and Environmental Analyses



MARITIME EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

JOB DESCRIPTION

"MAST Academy
3979 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key, Florida 33149

Position ,

Title . '4

Agency Ot41SL _

Job site address 4(& '

Immediate Supervisor A1$ shone '•1 .- 4.) c,
Agency Contact Person Phone
(If different from immediate Supervisor)

Number of positions available

Minimum Age_ _ _

Special Requirements•a do'&J- (Arf ?t .9  .ti CA/ 1
(ie: skills, course prerequisites,etc.

Dress Requirements - A1L"- tAld4• Ž

JOB DESCRIPTION

- . --.- W.. '_ u,•.l&•

vaWIA12V-&~~6~
124-



APPENDIX B

LIST OF STUDENT INTERNS AND MENTORS

FOR

MAST ACADEMY OUTREACH PROGRAM

SUMMER MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

July 2 through August 20, 1993



SUMMER INTERNSHIPS 1993
CLASS ROSTER

(updated 6/29/93)

NAME LOCATION SS NUMBER AGE

4A. guilar, Tatiana RSMAS 591-58-9755 15
,'&- -*Bendezu, Jean RSMAS 591-52-5479 16

-V/Cuza, Janine NOAA 589-46-6845 16
l/ytiaz, Johnathan RSMAS 298-744119 15

-•lvoig, Annie RSMAS 592-70-2303 15
, .- Engler, Craiga 594-58-3532 17

.i1Garcia, Nicole RSMAS 593-42-1018 15

;•_-•vy ----- Graff, Sarah SEFC 594-70-9961 17
-vfludgins, Sherry RSMAS 595-60-7558 15
-boopez, Rick RSMAS 3Q4:82-41_... 17

-'VIfark, Jacqueline RSMAS 593-70-7968 _ 16

-'t1latas-Sosa, Orlando -Ak 6 C-'ff 592-66-7679 16

--•#Munoz, Hazzen RSMAS 590-50-9395 16
-V•eudorff, Sheree RSMAS 591-30-194_ 15

-,VPupo, Jorge RSMAS 595-40-23334 16

-VRice, Brian RSMAS 589-50-2801 17
-,0kodriguiz, Miriam SEFC 263-89-4479 17

•/Aeidle, Beth RSMAS 589-21-9518 16

-yAteele, Ian NOAA 189-80-781 '9 16

VAVIad, Ann NOAA 591-09-5099 16

-- W*-hitling, David RSMAS 265-97-1382 16
$Williams, Fred III RSMAS 590-70-7534 17

second year in program

AAis,.

I
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APPENDIX C

MAST ACADEMY OUTREACH PROGRAM

MARINE & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE INTERNSHIPS

ANNUAL CAREER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

1993

PRELIMINARY REPORT



1993-94
MAST ACADEMY OUTREACH PROGRAM

ANNUAL CAREER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY REPORT
MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL INTERNSHIPS

A total of 23 senior high school students were placed in internship
positions, ranging from research assistant to computer programmer. Of the
28 students, 16 were placed with University scientists or administrative
staff. The interns were from 8 different high schools, and consisted of 3
Blacks, 11 Hispanics, 13 Whites, 1 Asian, 16 males and 12 females.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Surveys indicate that as in previous years, the internship program once
again has had its greatest impact on school performance; 83% of all interns
surveyed indicated a positive effect on grades. A positive influence on
attitudes towards science were reported by 86% of UM interns, and 79% of
all interns.

As was the case last year, half of the students indicated their intention to
enroll in additional science courses as a result of their experience. In
addition, 63% of students are now planning a career in science. Over 60%
of the UM interns indicated that their mentor has hd a significant impact on
their career plans.

Half of the students have continued to have contact with their mentors
since completing the program. Six UM interns, and 14 of the 24 interns
surveyed have been offered part-time employment as a result of their
internship contacts. Eleven of the students have indicated that mentors
have provided assistance with student science fair progects; two MAST
Academy participants have become district science fair winners, and will be
entering their projects at the state level.

Of all eligible interns, 79% requested they be contacted to participate in the
1994 summer program. This included 90% of the UM interns.



1993-94
MAST ACADEMY OUTREACH PROGRAM

ANNUAL CAREER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY REPORT
MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE INTERNSHIP

These survey results were gathered from students participating in the 1993
summer internship program.

The survey included questions of two types. Questions A, J, and L were
either general information or related to curriculum planning for class days.
All other questions were intended to assess program impact on participating
students. Results are tabulated on the chart below.

The data shown below reflects student response to questions assessing
impact brought about by participation in the internship program. Two sets
of data are supplied. One data column represents the student population
funded through the University of Miami. The second column reflects all
participating interns.

DATA

Question/Information U.M. Interns

Number of surveys completed 14/16 (88%)

B. Were you planning a career in science before
your internship?
Yes 9114 (64%)
No 5/14 (36%)
C. Are you now planning a career in science?
Yes 8/14 (57%)
No 6/14 (43%)
D. Has there been continued contact with your
mentor since last summer?
Yes 6/14 (43%)
No 8/14 (57%)
E. Have these mentor contacts influenced your
career choices?
Yes 9/14 (64%)
No 5/14 (36%)



F. Have you been offered any additional
opportunities as a result of these contacts?
Job offers 4/14(29%)
Support for college application 7/14 (50%)
Full-time employment 2/14 (14%)
Part-time employment 6/14 (43%)
Assistance with science fair projec 6/14 (43%)
G. As a result of the intern experience, have you
participated in any of the activities listed below?
1. Science/Environmental Clubs
2. Hiking 3/14 (21%)
3. Canoeing 0/14 (0%)
4. Camping 8/14 (57%)
5. Snorkeling 1/14 (7%)
6. Scuba Diving 8/14(57%)
7. Fishing 1114 (7%)
8. Sailing 3/14 (21%)
9. Boating 3/14 (21%)
10. Swimming 7/14 (50%)

7/14(50%)
H. Has your internship experience positively
influenced your progress in school in any way?
1. Grades 12114 (86%)
2. Conduct 10/14(71%)
3. Attendance 11/14 (79%)
4. Attitude towards school 10/14 (71%)
5. Attitude towards science 12/14 (86%)
6. Attitude towards other subjects 9/14 (64%)
I. Have you taken or are you planning to take
additional science courses as a result of your
intern experiences?
Yes 8/14 (57%)
No 6/14 (43%)
K. Has your interest in environmental issues
changed as a result of your internship
experience?
Yes 9/14 (64%)
No 5/14 (36%)
L. Are you interested in participation next
summer?
No. I am graduating high school and am not
eligible. 4/14 (29%)
Still eligible 1%

Noa im not interested. 1/10 (10%)


